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We want to explore what it means to learn mathematics 
within different communities of practice and, in patticulai", 
to consider how changes to these communities might be 
likely to affect the resultant learning Iu doing so, we aim to 
lay the theoretical grouudwork for an empirical study wWch 
explores the idea of hybrid communities - that is, situatious 
which are delibetately designed to exhibit featmes of two 
or more idealised communities. We adopt Wenger's (1998) 
theoretical framewotk of communities of practice, taking the 
view that learning is as much part of our human nature as 
eating or sleeping and that communities of practice are 
infmmal and pervasive aspects of our daily lives, which 
rarely come into explicit focus. However, unlike Wenger, we 
view tenns such as 'learning' and 'corrununity of practice' as 
constructions offering a useful starting point fot the shar·ed 
negotiation of meaning, rather than suggesting that they 
faithfully capture an essential aspect of the world. In this 
sense, we use the idea of a community of practice as a 
metaphor, or lens, for better understanding social situations 

The article proposes the following: 

• from a 'communities of practice' perspective, fOr
mallearning communities such as schools make 
use of mathematical knowledge in the nmms, dis
courses and practices of schooling, and so 
patticipants come to know mathematics as teachers 
or students 

• as a result, it is dilemmas of perfmmance which 
preoccupy participants rather than 'mathematical 
dilemmas' (lave, 1997) 

• it is mathematical dilemmas wWch preoccupy par
ticipants in communities of mathematics researchers 

• it is possible to form a hybrid community between 
that of formal schooling and that of mathematical 
research, which supports student learning wlulst 
fOcusing on mathematical dilemmas 

These propositions are of patticulru· relevance to the cmrent 
English education system, which has seen a tightening of 
control over children's mathematical activity and a greater 
emphasis on test outcomes over the last fifteen years. 
Recently, the govemment has introduced the notion of 
extended schooling (DIES, 2005) where students will take 
pat! more regularly in out-of-school activity. Clearly, tWs 
raises the question of what such activity, positioned partially 

within and without school, might offer students in terms of 
mathematical experiences. It is om view that the idea of 
hybrid communities - where the socio-cultural feattnes of 
school classrooms and mathematical reseru·ch communities 
ate deliberately mixed to varying degrees - might ptovide 
possible models for extended schools More widely, we 
believe that this notion of hybtidisation might offer some 
solutious to the difficulty of persuading students in England 
to take mathematics at advanced and undergraduate level 
If school mathematics is not attracting students, one practi
cal approach might be repositioning the subject tluough 
altematives linked to, but not replicating, school. We would 
assert that one of the outcomes of recent changes to the edu
cation system in England is that schools focus so specifically 
on the act of leaming mathematics that students often do 
not get a chance to experience what it is to do mathematics 
The notion of hybrid communities, positioned between for
mal (school) and non-formal situations, might offer a meaus 
of managing mathematical activity such that students come 
to know the subject in ways that ate attractive to them 

Socio-cultural views of expertise 
Socio-cultmal views of learning have important implicatious 
for those involved in deliberately promoting learning in dis
ciplines such as mathematics. When viewed tluough the 
socio-cultural lens, expert teachers and students patticipate 
fully in the discourse, nmms and practices of classrooms. 
For example, students and teachers often use "educational 
discourse" (Mercer, 1995), wWch conforms with required 
classroom conventions; they recognise the things which are 
valued and rewarded in classrooms, often by the assessment 
system, and focus on meeting these particular requirements 
(Bennett, Desforges, Cockbmn and Wilkinson, 1984; Des
forges and Cockbum, 1987; Doyle, 1983, 1986) In this 
scenario, neither teachers nor students are merely passive 
participants responding to events. Iluough negotiation, stu
dents and teachers actively co-construct the norms, 
discourses and practices of their classroom community 
through ongoing negotiation 

Schoenfeld (1985) suggests that students' expectatious 
have an influence on their activity in classrooms. Students 
often consider mathematics to be received, not co-con
stmcted, perceiving it as a body of knowledge rather than a 
fmm of activity, argumentation and social discourse. In shmt, 
students tend to regard mathematics as what experts know to 
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be true, which is taught to them in prepruation for exrunina
tions. It is not seen as a process; that is, as what 
mathematicians do. Instead, students rue preoccupied with, 
"[ .] dilemmas about their performance rather than with 
mathematical dilemmas" (Lave, 1997, p. 31) and these dilem
mas influence learners' everyday mathematical activity in 
the classroom "[ ] as they strive to succeed and in the 
process generate appearances of understanding" (ibid , p. 31). 

Recent educational reforms in the UK, including national 
mathematics strategies (DfEE, 1999; DIES 2006), perfor
mance management relating to test data and inspection 
procedures, have all fOcused on elements of perfmmance, be 
it of teachers or students Kelly (2006) suggests that teacher 
expertise is defmed by the working practices to which it per
tains and argues that the cmrent instrumental climate renders 
more likely the adoption by teachers of instrumental stances 
to their work. Teachers set targets fOt student improvement, 
provide students with short-term, achievable leruning objec
tives, manage lessons efficiently to address these oqjectives 
and thereby raise students' test scores This is explicitly an 
assessment driven model, with assessment embodied in pen
cil and paper tests In such a climate, it is much less likely 
that teachers will feel inclined or able to focus on what lave 
( 1997) calls "mathematical dilemmas". 

Gaining expertise in communities of mathematicians dif
fers from gaining expertise as a student or teacher, involving 
becoming a full participant in the norms, discourse and prac
tices of what mathematicians do rather than of what students 
and teachers do. Of course, what it means to do mathematics 
is not universally agreed (e.g, Hersh, 1998), but here we 
take a view in line with Solomon (1998) that 

we can picture mathematics as a unified practice con
stituted by socially recognised aims, methods and 
solution types which are operationalised via specific 
rules of calculation. (Solomon, 1998, p 380) 

I his concms with Schoenfeld's (1985) and lave's (1997) 
view that mathematics is a form of activity, ru:gumentation 
and social discourse. Since mathematics is seen as funda
mentally a social enterprise, access to ideas comes through 
social means and hence, 

the teacher's task is not merely to point out what already 
exists, but to induct children into talking mathematically 
about it [. ] they do not learnftvm talk, they learn to 
talk (Solomon, 1998, p .. 384, emphasis in original) 

In addition, learning mathematics needs to include leruning 
to see the opportunity to do mathematics (Stewrut, 1997) and 
giving children access to a mathematical genre (van Oers, 
2001). Thus, the pictme of schools as communities of prac
tice differs greatly from what might be considered to be a 
community of mathematicians (Schoenfeld, 1996) 

Ways of knowing 
In order to understand the implication of these differences 
between formal learning communities and communities of 
mathematicians it is necessary to make a distinction between 
knowledge and knowing within them. lave and Wenger 
(1991), Wenger (1998) and Billett (2001) rugue for a view of 
both coming to know and knowing-in-practice as processes 

which, rather than lying entirely with the individual, are 
distributed across all participants in social settings (includ
ing, in the case of the mathematics classroom, teachers and 
students) These ways of knowing relate both to the con
ceptual and the physical resources available Within any 
situation, negotiations of meanlng resnit in knowledgeable 
activity on the part of participants in the lesson, which we 
call knowing, and which is socially shared and distributed 
across pru:ticipants and resmu·ces fu relation to formal learn
ing in schools, teachers in classrooms teach their students 
knowledge of mathematics tluough the practices of class
rooms. Thus, theit students come to know mathematics as 
students placed as learners in mathematics classrooms - as 
pupils. Their way of knowing is that of pupils because they 
engage with mathematical knowledge through the working 
practices of pupils. As Wenger (1998) puts it, all too often, 
"school learning is just learning school". (p. 267) 

There will, of course, be different ways of knowing math
ematics; as a pupil, an academic, a resear·cher, an accormtant, 
an engineer and so on. Each situation has, associated with 
it, a different set of resomces, affording opportunities and 
constraining the pruticipants in different ways in terms of 
theit· negotiation of meaning. From each context come dif
ferent ways of knowing mathematics In the English 
education system differences have been played out in an 
apparent tension in the school curriculum over the last 150 
years, namely, "between accurate use of calculating proce
dur·es and the possession of 'number sense' which lUlderlies 
the ability to apply such procedmes sensibly" (Brown, 1999, 
p. 3) The distinction between different ways of knowing 
mathematics also raises a point to do with the authenticity of 
different forms of mathematical activity. That the situation 
described by Brown vis-d-vis the school cmriculum is seen 
as a tension is the result of holding a view regarding the rel
ative authenticity of each stance If some forms of 
mathematical behaviour are seen as more authentic, then 
others must, per se, be seen as less so. It is important to state 
that, here, we view all forms of mathematical behaviom as 
equally authentic when viewed from their own perspective 
However, one of the purposes of the work we are lUldertak
ing is to examine the tensions that can arise when there is a 
mismatch between the situational context and the espoused 
purposes of a mathematical activity. Our question is not, 
which form of mathematics is better? It is, rather, what are 
the characteristic feature.s of different forms of mathemat
ics and what do they offer? In carrying out a theoretical 
exploration of these issues here, we use the three (idealised) 
contexts of school classroom, research community and 
mathematics masterclass 

Learning, identity and situation 
Another insight from communities-of' practice perspectives, 
helpful for further understanding the implication of differences 
between formalleruning communities and communities of 
mathematicians, concerns how leruning in a community relates 
to pruticipants' changing identities Wenger (1998) claims that 
"because learning transforms who we ru·e and what we can 
do, it is an experience of identity" (p 215).. Fmthermore, 

forms of identification also shape what is negotiable 
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and to what extent it is so. Membership is therefote 
both enabling and limiting of identity; it is both a 
resomce and a cost (Wenger, 1998, p 207) 

Accordingly, 

OUI identities fmm in [a] kind of tension between OUI 

investment in various forms of belonging and om abil
ity to negotiate the meanings that matter in those 
contexts (ibid., p 188) 

As Bakhtin (1981) has pwposed, the implicit and explicit 
goals of any community tend to create either an authorita
tive discourse, "which comes as a given, fused with the 
authority to which it gives expression" (Barnes and Todd, 
1995, p. 157) or an internally per:suasive discourse, in which 
ideas are developed jointly from the differences of opinion 
brought to the discoUise 

Fm Wenger (1998), the process of identification is a 
process of becoming However, since identities are fotmed 
through participation in a community, learning also requires 
a 'place' within which to participate - learning and situa
tion are also entwined. Consequently, 

to supp01t learning is not only to support the process 
of acquiring knowledge, but also to offer a place where 
new ways of knowing can be realized in the form of 
such an identity (p 215) 

In addition to notions of membership and place, Boaler 
(2005) suggests subject disciplines have a role in shaping 
communities thwugh their disciplinary agency. Novice 
mathematicians do not, initially, have access to this agency, 
implying a wle fm the expel! in modelling the discipline 
with them and so affording them the agency it offers 
(Solomon, 1998) 

In the case of English mathematics classrooms, tecent 
cunicular initiatives, especially the National Numeracy 
Strategy (DfEE, 1999) and its successor the Primary National 
Strategy (DfES, 2006), have encoUiaged teachers to focus 
on promoting specific behaviours in an attempt deliberately 
to increase students' mathematical discourse .. However, con
trary to expectations, such attempts seem to have compounded 
the situation, increasing the structure of classroom activity 
and behaviom, and decreasing oppmtunities for children to 
participate freely and extensively (Brown, Askew, Millett 
and Rhodes, 2003; Bums and Myhill, 2004; Hardman, 
Smith, Mroz and Wall, 2003; Pratt, 2006a) From the socio
cultural perspective, two related issues result.. First, the 
attention of the classroom community tends to be on the 
learning seen to take place within (individual) minds as a 
result of the task undertaken. It is not on the engagement 
with, and practices involved in, the task itself Put another 
way, the purpose of classroom tasks is to learn something 
that can be understood from the task, not to learn how to 
achieve the task itself. The focus is on engaging with math
ematical knowledge through knowing how to be a pupil in 
order to become better at being a pupil 

The teacher does not, therefore, on the whole, act as a 
model mathematician for mathematical practices for the stu
dent to imitate and become; rather they model teaching - 01 
at best they model how the abstract mathematical objective 
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f01 the lesson can be learnt from the task undertaken, and for 
which it was designed. In this sense, expert teachers are not 
the same as expert mathematicians (Lave and Wenger, 1991, 
p. 99) Of course, this is inevitable, and teachers will always 
be forced to balance the extent to which they can operate as 
expert mathematicians, as expert teachers and as a 'model' 
for how to be an expert pupil 

To sununarise the argument so far, learning, in the form of 
identity-transformation, is related to both 'place' and 'exper
tise', and changes in these elements will alter the affordances 
and constraints for participants in terms of their identifica
tion with certain practices and as particular pruticipants in a 
situation. FUithermore it will affect their negotiability within 
the same situation (Wenger, 1998) In the case of mathe
matics, the pruticular issue of interest relating to variation 
in affordances and constraints is the extent to which this 
changes the participants' view of the pUipose and natme of 
the subject - between knowing it as a rule-bound collection 
of knowledge, 01 as a way of coming to know a discipline 
Pimm (1987) has suggested a useful analogy here between 
learning mathematics and learning a foreign language He 
points out that a new language can be learnt by means of 
memorising vocabulary and granunaticalrules and then try
ing to apply these, 01 by attempting simply to speak it and 
learning it through use. The key distinction, he suggests, is 
one of intent In the f01mer situation the learning is driven by 
a desire to accumulate information, and success is seen in 
terms of quantity and application; in the latter it is driven 
by a desire to communicate effectively Leruning mathemat
ics can similarly be driven by a desire to accumulate 
knowledge f01 the benefit of test scores, 01 by the desire bet
ter to be able to communicate mathematical ideas (either to 
others 01, with increasing clarity, to oneself), thus, engaging 
in meaning making 

Managing situations for learning 
Socio-cultural insights suggest that becoming an expert in a 
particular community involves identifying more closely with 
that community, and expert students in communities such 
as mathematics classrooms will differ from experts in other 
communities that make use of similar mathematical knowl
edge f01 pUiposes other than engaging in school tasks. To 
explore such differences we might ask how ways of know
ing are similar, and how they differ, across participants in 
communities that engage with mathematical knowledge 
through different forms of practice. In particular, what is 
the vruiation, across communities, of: 

• the implicit and explicit goals of participants 

• the forms of expertise available to novices 

• the f01ms of practice 

• the discourse? 

In Figure 1, we use the questions above to map the features 
of two hypothetical communities, a mathematics classroom 
and a community of research mathematicians, which engage 
with mathematical knowledge through different forms of 
practice, so as to compare the two This mapping is based on 
our own analysis as presented in this atticle, together with 
those of Schoenfeld (1996), Lave (1997), Julie (2002) and 



Wedege (2002) These communities are, of comse, idealised 
constructions; we make no attempt to assert their 'reality' 
in any sense, or to judge their validity and merits. 

Though he discusses some '"dimensions of educational 
design", Wenger (1998) tackles neither of these issues in any 
depth 

Hybrid communities 
Such a view is relatively sttaightforward if we assmue ide
alised communities in which the norms, discourses and 
practices remain stable Needless to say, most situations do 
not fit these ideals and are in a constant state of flux A nmu
ber of factms influence change, not least of which is 
participants' iterative engagement in the wotk of communi
ties Fmthermore, participants may be members of several 
such communities and thus bring ways of knowing to bear in 
different social situations 

An example of one such hybrid is the 'masterclass'. Typ
ically, 'masterclasses' involve novices (pupils, perhaps) 
working alongside experts (a university mathematics pro
fessor, perhaps) within an authentic activity, with the expert 
providing formative comment, often in the form of model
ling of practices, for the novice. Key features of the situation 
might be: engagement in an activity which is authentic in 
terms of the working practice of the discipline; the expert 
selecting appropriate areas for focus so as to allow novices 
opporttutities to consider mathematical dilemmas; the expert 
demonsllating expertise in the practices him/herself, though 
also in instructing the novice during this engagement; atten
tion paid to the (developing) quality of performance in the 
task itself and not solely in relation to the resultant learn
ing, for which the task acts as a vehicle; a focus on the 
authority of mathematics itself as opposed to the authority of 
the teacher prevalent in most classrooms (Pratt, 2006b) 

We can, of course, intentionally form hybrids of distinct 
communities, deliberately adopting particular features of 
each using a Wenger ian perspective Indeed, we believe such 
a move could help us address some key issues fCn educators; 
how to desctibe a clear role for the teacher in such commu
nities and/or how best to sttucture educative participation. 

Commmiity Mathema:tics Classroom Community of Research Mathematicians 

Mathematical knowledge - National Cuniculum, National Numeracy - contents of research joumals, conference papers etc 
Strategy, etc 

Ways of knowing mathematics 

Implicit and explicit goals of 
pruticipants 

Model of expertise 

Forms of practice 

Forms of discourse 

- as a pupil, where the focus of activity is 
on its management and assessment and on 
dilemmas of performance 

- individual pupilleruning 
- recalling knowledge and perfonning on 

school tasks, achieving grades, gaining 
praise from teacher 

- identification as expert pupil 

- teacher instructing, facilitating, demon
strating, modelling work of pupils, with 
limited 'real world' application, for exam
ple geographical 'traffic smvey' or 
environmental 'hedgehog smvey' 

- essentially routine tasks and problems 
provided by the teacher to rehearse the 
cmriculum 

- tasks usually lead to single outcomes/ 
answers and rarely fOnn struting point fOr 
further investigation 

- limited negotiability and ownership of 
meaning 

- individual appraisal through tests 

- dominated by teacher control with pupils 
responding to teachers' direct questioning 

- mainly 'educational discourse' [1] 

Figure I· Mapping the features of idealised mathematical communities 

- as a researcher, where the focus of activity is on using 
the disciplinary tools of mathematics, both conceptual 
and physical and on mathematical dilemmas 

- doing mathematics 
- sharing knowledge publicly through conferences 
- creating new knowledge together, gaining publication, 

gaining esteem of peers etc. 
- identification as expert mathematician 

- work with leading researchers in department and 
visiting researchers in substantive theory building, and 
viewing published work 

- complex problems sought by individuals andfor 
groups, set within the disciplines theoretical and 
historical context 

- work leads to multiple outcomes /answers defined by 
group, perhaps becoming struting points for further 
activity 

- considerable negotiability and ownership of meaning 

- individual and/or group appraisal through reference to 
mathematical norms and acceptability and ultimately 
validated by peer reviewed publication 

- dominated by exploratory talk 
- other forms through a range of media (email, 

e-corrrmunity, journals etc) 
- mainly 'educated discourse' 
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'Masterclass' communities offer norms, discourses and 
practices that are different from those in classrooms, result
ing in different affordances and constraints offered to and 
imposed on participants. Crucially, they might allow for 
greater negotiability and more discursive ways of knowing 
Of course, such elements of any community are difficult to 
control with any certainty, for a number of reasons: small 
changes in discourse can create major shifts in terms of 
affordances and consliaints felt by students (Pratt, 2006; 
Black, 2004); participants may find it hard to change pat
terns ofbehaviom that are well embedded- experts drawing 
back from too much deliberate teaching, or children falling 
into submissive patterns of behaviom, perhaps More fun
damentally, though, a community gains its coherence from 
the meanings generated between its participants, with mean
ing from a socio-cultural perspective seen as "an emergent 
property of joint coordinated action" (Gergen, 1999, p. 145), 
not as a pwduct of individual minds 

Nevertheless, this does not prevent attempts being made 
deliberately to alter an environment, particularly in terms 
of the individual/social orientation of the learrting, and the 
form and extent of the focus on assessment. The commu
nity suggested above would be neither a community of 
mathematicians nor a school mathematics community; the 
'masterclass' is a hybiid, and is mapped in Figure 2 It is 
important to note that this map represents just one of many 
different forms that the community might take, and is simply 
illusliative of the idea. It is therefore one of a range of pos
sible hybrids, the nature of each depending on its position 

Community 

in relation to, amongst other things, the range of featm·es 
described in Figure I and the way that these are (re)fash
ioned by participants. However, although we have made a 
nwnber of distinctions in relation to various mathematical 
communities, we conjecture that assessment is a primary 
factor and one that is more likely to link the 'master class' 
to a resear·ch environment than to a formal schooling envi
ronment 

Methodological implications 
This theoretical paper has helped us in understanding the 
nature of mathematical communities We me now begiruring 
to explore the issues raised emphically and are cmrently in the 
early stages of examining the ways in which children come 
to know mathematics tlunugh different kinds of community. 

Here is not the place for a full account of the method
ological issues we face, but it is perhaps fair to say that 
reseru·chers adopting socio-cultural perspectives have made 
more progress in theoretical terms than methodological 
ones Such a state is not surprising given the complexities 
that the stance implies Socio-cultural perspectives chal
lenge cogrtitivism on epistemological gwunds, reflecting 
their social constructionist rather than objectivist views of 
knowledge and knowing. Thus these perspectives are anti
essentialist: 

Since the social world, including ourselves as people, is 
the product of social processes, it follows that there 
caunot be any given determined natme to the world or 
people (Bmr, 1995, p 5) 

Mathematics Masterclass 

Mathematical knowledge - defined by the expert mathematician in negotiation with the students 

Ways of knowing mathematics 

Model of expertise 

Forms of practice 

Fonns of discourse 

- as a student mathematician becoming expert 
- focus of activity is on coming to llllderstand and to use the conceptual and physical 

disciplinary tools of mathematics 
- also, to some extent, on the management and assessment of such use 
- doing mathematics, often together 
- addressing mathematical dilemmas 
- creating new (to the student-novice) knowledge 
- developing particular, mathematical ways of knowing 
- novice mathematicians becoming more expert in these senses 
- identification as a mathematician 

- expert mathematician instructing, facilitating, demonstrating and modelling the 
work of mathematicians 

- identifying with mathematical behaviour 

- complex, extended problems provided by mathematician, set within the discipline's 
theoretical and historical context 

- work leads to multiple outcomes /answers defmed by group, perhaps becoming 
starting points for further activity 

- dominated by mathematicians modelling and then facilitating student exploratory 
talk 

- use of specialised mathematical symbolism and language 
- blend of educational and educated discourse, increasingly moving towards the latter 

Figure 2. Mapping the features of a hypothetical masterclas;s community 
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Indeed, socio-cultural perspectives are also anti-realist: 
they deny our knowledge is a direct perception of reality, 
rather, "we construct our own versions of reality [as a culture 
or society] between us" (ibid., p 6) Given these observa
tions, developing research approaches that are consistent 
with the socio-cultural position makes many demands on the 
reseru:cher. It is our view that any adopted approach needs, 
somehow, to explore the complexities of communities at 
the level of structures, group relations and individuals' lived 
experiences; and focus in these explorations on discourse, 
interaction and social practices, considering language to be a 
fmm of social action 

Final comments 
If gaining expertise involves becoming a full participant in 
a community, then the form of expertise developed by par
ticipants is dependent on the nature of the community in 
question. The socio-cultural perspective adopted in this arti
cle provides a framework for understanding dilemmas often 
associated with schooling, particularly those to do with 
forms of expertise, transfer and applicability; issues which 
cognitivist perspectives fmd hard to resolve. It allows us to 
consider the dominant chru:acteristics of vru:ious mathemat
ical communities, to discern different fmms of expertise, 
and so design hybrid communities according to our pre
ferred features of expertise. However, an important caveat is 
that this is not to assume a causal link between community 
and identity. As Wenger (1998) states, and for the reasons 
outlined in this article: 

[ o ]ne can design roles, but one carmot design the iden
tities that will be constructed through these roles 
(p 229) 

Nevertheless, fm such hybrid communities to be success
ful, a number of tensions need resolving Particular areas 
for futm·e explmation by reseru:·chers and teachers include: 

• the dynamics of such groups - including a recog
nition of how student non-participation and 
marginalisation (Wenger, 1998, p. 165) can be met 
and challenged so as to build mutual trust between 
participants 

• student subversion, which leads to a nru:rowing and 
routinizing of the wotk of such communities, 
specifically in relation to non-participation, but 
also in terms of the renegotiation of positions in 
communities 

• conflicting student identities experienced by stu
dents working in both formal learning and 
'masterclass' situations, and the effect and implica
tions of these, and 

• teachers' experiences of attempting to work in both 
schooling and 'masterclass' contexts, the obstacles 
they face and the approaches which they find help
ful in tackling these obstacles 

Considering expertise in this way can offer teachers insights 
into their role within a formal learning community. Further
more, by being mindful of the socio-cultural elements of a 

situation, teachers might be able to exert some influence 
over the community, consciously altering the fmms of 
knowledge and the ways of knowing available to learners 
Evidence that this is possible has already been provided by a 
number of projects (Bealer, 1997), though these same stud
ies have also pointed to the difficulty of maintaining 
alternative approaches to teaching and learning in assess
ment driven climates. Importantly, teachers may be able to 
perceive more clearly tensions between espoused educa
tional purposes and actual practices and become better able 
to match the two. 

Of course, if mainstream schooling does not allow the 
flexibility for teachers to take such action, hybrid commu
nities might still be set up alongside school classes in the 
fmm of clubs, online environments, 'masterclasses' and so 
on If this is to happen, it will be important that we can map 
out what such opportunities afford learners and thereby have 
greater confidence that they are making a useful contribution 
to our students' mathematical learning. 

Notes 
[1] Mercer (1995) makes a useful distinction between educational dis
course, the discourse used in the act of teaching and learning, and educated 
discourse, which describes the effective use of language for thinking and 
communicating within any particular domain 
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